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Get Started! 

5. What letter does your name start 
with? How many animals can you list 
that start with the same letter? 
 
6. Read the story Safari for Kids  
7. Say the rhyme Alligator, Alligator 

 
Alligator, alligator turn around 

Alligator, alligator touch the ground 
Alligator, alligator dance on your toes 

Alligator, alligator touch your nose 
Alligator, alligator jump up now 
Alligator, alligator take a bow 

Alligator, alligator stomp your feet 
Alligator, alligator take a seat  

 
Try it with other safari animals like: 

Giraffe 
Lion 

Zebra 
Cheetah 

Rhinoceros and even 
Hippopotamus! 

 
 

8.  Try some of the other fun songs 
and rhymes on the other side of this 

sheet!  

For this Storytime Kit, you will need: 
• 3 eBooks:  

Safari Babies and  
Alphabet Safari and Safari for Kids 
from Hoopla 

• Pencil and 
paper 
 

• Colouring 

1. Read the story Safari Babies   
 

2. Sing the song Sally the Camel 
 

Sally the Camel has two humps,  
Sally the Camel has two humps,  
Sally the Camel has two humps,  

so Ride Sally, Ride!  
Boom, Boom, boom.  

  
Sally the Camel has one hump,  
Sally the Camel has one hump,  
Sally the Camel has one hump,  

so Ride Sally, Ride!  
Boom, Boom, Boom.  

  
Sally the Camel has no hump,  
Sally the Camel has no humps,  
Sally the Camel has no humps,  

Now Sally is a Horse!!  
 

3. Read the story Alphabet Safari. 
 
4. Do the actions for I’m a Little Zebra. 
 

I'm a little zebra white and black  
With a bushy mane running down my back 

I like to gallop and run and play 
Out on the African plains all day.  
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Safari 
Trace your hand 
Trace your hand on a piece of paper then with you colouring 
crayons or markers can you turn it into an animal?  Do you see an 
elephant or a monkey hiding in your hand shape?  Make different 
shapes with your hand and trace those maybe you’ll see a dog or 
a bunny shape in there! 

Tarzan 

Tarzan was climbing 
up the vine. 

 Jane and the monkey 
 came down 

swinging and swinging from 
side to side until they 

hit the ground. 
Then Tarzan said, 

“I’m hungry”, 
Jane said, “Me too.”  

Monkey said, “Eeet, eeet” 
They all sat and ate the 
food. Chomp, Chomp, 

Mmm good. 
 Chomp, Chomp, 

 Mmm good.  
Chomp, 
Chomp, 

 Mmm good.  
Chomp, Chomp.  

African Animals 

Giraffes are tall with necks so 
long, (arms stretched overhead 

on tiptoe) 

Elephants trunks are big and 
long, (Use arms as a pretend 

trunk and sway) 

Zebras have stripes and can run 
away (Gallop) 

While monkeys in the trees 
sway (Sway back and forth) 

Old crocodile swims in the 
pool so deep, (swimming ac-

tions) 

or lies in the sun and goes to 
sleep (pretend to sleep) 

Lions and Tigers! 
Lions and tigers come out to 
play, out to play, out to play, 
Lions and tigers come out to 

play, Tigers and lions 
Lions stand up and tigers sit 

down, tigers sit down, tigers sit 
down, 

Lions stand up and tigers sit 
down Lions and tigers! 

Tigers all walk and Lions jog, 
Lions jog, Lions jog, Lions jog 
Tigers all walk and Lions jog, 

Tigers and Lions 

Lions twist and tigers hop,  
tigers hop, tigers hop!  

 Lions twist and Tigers hop, 
Lions and tigers! 

More Songs and Poems! 
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